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Abstract

Spreadsheet solver using VBA programming has been designed for solving initial value
problems (IVPs), analytically and numerically by all Runge-Kutta (RK) methods including
also fifth order with calculation of true percent relative error for corresponding RK method.
This solver is user-friendly especially for beginner users of Excel and VBA.

1. Introduction

IVPs arise in any field of science and engineering education such as mechanics, geotechnics, dynamics, chemical kinetics, optimization
and stability, et cetera. There are computing approaches; exact solution method and numerical methods for solving these IVPs. Numerical
methods are both applicable and practical in solving IVPs in many engineering problems because of the existence of complicated problems
in engineering and limitations of exact solution method [1, 2]. Numerical methods yield approximate the solutions of the IVPs, particularly
for the nonlinear IVPs.
This study mainly has focussed on numerical solutions followed by Euler and various Runge-Kutta methods for solving single IVPs. These
methods progress the solution over step starting from some given initial condition at the initial starting point. To simplify the steps in solving
IVPs by RK methods, a tool is used. This tool is a prevalent spreadsheet application, fundamentally called as Excel, also commonly used by
professionals for diverse applications in business [3], engineering and science [4]-[6].
Numerical methods in science and engineering may also be implemented in by use of Excel and also VBA. Use of VBA in explicit form
Visual Basic for Applications programming capability lurks in the background behind Excel handled in the texts like Lilley and Chapra [2, 7].
In addition to this, a series of studies in literature employed spreadsheet as a calculator or solver to focus on design of solver and calculator
for polynomial interpolation [8, 9], solution for systems of linear and nonlinear equations [10, 11], computation of eigenvalues [12, 13],
design of spreadsheet calculator for numerical differentiation [14]-[16], spreadsheet solver for solution of partial differential equations [17],
a spreadsheet solution of system of initial value problems using fourth-order RK method [18], and fourth-order RK method by spreadsheet
[19]. Only the works of Tay et al. [20, 21] include design of spreadsheet calculator for solving system of IVPs using fourth-order RK method
and also solving IVPs using fourth-order RK method with use of VBA programming.
In this study, a spreadsheet solver is designed to solve both IVPs by all RK methods and also exact solution method in the spreadsheet
environment based on VBA programming. Microsoft Excel 2010 and Microsoft Visual Basics for Applications 7.0 are used during this study.
The generation of VBA programming includes three steps. The first step is to develop an user interface input form is designed to acquire the
needed information such as initial conditions of independent and dependent variables for each RK method, step size and number of steps.
Then a general VBA code for any IVPs is created behind the Solve button in user interface input form. The third step is to generate function
files depending on the related IVP and its analytical solution. Once the SOLVE button in user interface input form is clicked, the complete
numerical and analytical solutions of the IVP and corresponding true percent relative error will be computed automatically for each order of
RK method.
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Examples are presented from various fields of engineering to demonstrate the merits of this unconventional solver design which shields
the tedious algorithmic implementation details from the user (such as students and educators) and greatly simplifies solving an IVP using
RKSOLVER.
This spreadsheet solver is user-friendly such that users only require to enter initial conditions of independent and dependent variables for each
RK method, step size and number of steps at the first step to compute the complete solution of the IVPs automatically without typing any
commands in the spreadsheet cells. Here, complete solution of the IVPs means solutions from each order of RK method, exact solutions and
also true percent relative errors in terms of comparison with each RK method and exact solutions. So users as educators have an oppurtunity
to elucidate students the differences and similarities that exist between each order of RK method and also exact solutions at the same time and
be able to comment on the solution of any engineering problem including IVPs correctly. There is no need to know the various derivations of
RK methods and memorize the complicated formulations of RK methods. The solver is general and standard for any engineering problem.
The main aim of this paper is to design a tool in other words spreadsheet solver which employes both numerical methods: RK methods with
fifth order and also analytical methods giving exact solutions with automatically calculated true percent relative errors in solving IVPs at the
same time. Therefore this solver is called as IVP spreadsheet solver.

2. Runge Kutta (RK) methods

This section is devoted to solving IVPs of the form given below:

dy
dx

= f (x,y) (2.1)

with the initial value y(x0) = y0 for the number of points n within the interval x0 ≤ x ≤ xn. Here x is the independent variable, y is the
dependent variable, f is the function of derivation (in other words slope) and h is the fixed step size. n, the number of steps can be found as
(xn − x0)/h [1].

1) First-Order RK Method

Euler’s Method:

yi+1 = yi +hk1 (2.2)

where k1 = f (x,y)

2) Second-Order RK Methods

a) Heun’s Method:

yi+1 = yi +h(
k1 + k2

2
) (2.3)

where k2 = f (xi +h,yi +hk1)

b) Midpoint (Improved Polygon) Method:

yi+1 = yi +hk2 (2.4)

where k2 = f (xi +
h
2 ,yi +

k1h
2 )

c) Ralston’s Method:

yi+1 = yi +(
k1 +2k2

3
)h (2.5)

where k2 = f (xi +
3h
4 ,yi +

3hk1
4 )

3) Third-Order RK Method

yi+1 = yi +(
k1 +4k2 + k3

6
)h (2.6)

where k2 = f (xi +
h
2 ,yi +

k1h
2 ), k3 = f (xi +h,yi − k1h+2k2h)

4) Fourth-Order RK Method

yi+1 = yi +(
k1 +2k2 +2k3 + k4

6
)h (2.7)
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Function f(x, y0, h)
f = y0 / 0.2254
End Function

Table 1: Function module for stress-strain relationship IVP

Function fexact(x, y0, h, i)
fexact = Exp((h * i) / 0.2254)
End Function

Table 2: Function module for exact solution of stress-strain relationship

where k2 = f (xi +
h
2 ,yi +

k1h
2 ), k3 = f (xi +

h
2 ,yi +

k2h
2 ), k4 = f (xi +h,yi + k3h)

5) Fifth-Order RK Method

yi+1 = yi +(
7k1 +32k3 +12k4 +32k5 +7k6

90
)h (2.8)

where k2 = f (xi +
h
4 ,yi +

k1h
4 ), k3 = f (xi +

h
4 ,yi +

k1h
8 + k2h

8 ), k4 = f (xi +
h
2 ,yi − k2h

2 + k3h), k5 = f (xi +
3h
4 ,yi +

3k1h
16 + 9k4h

16 ),

and k6 = f (xi +h,yi − 3k1h
7 + 2k2h

7 + 12k3h
7 − 12k4h

7 + 8k5h
7 )

It should be noted that k’s are recurrence relationships. In other words, k1appears in the equation for k2 which appears in the equation for k3
and so on. Since each k is a functional evaluation, this recurrence makes RK methods efficient for computations [1].
In this work, fifth-order RK method yields the superior results in terms of less error than the other order of RK methods. As the order of RK
method increases, convergence to the exact results also increases in terms of less errors.

3. Numerical examples

Numerical examples are presented from various engineering applications.
1) Geotechnical Engineering
To mIVPl the the behavior of soil under the effect of load, it is required to formulate the stress and strain relationship and this is achieved by
the following IVP:

dσ

dε
=

σ

cC
(3.1)

The exact solution for equation (3.1) is

σ = e
ε

cC (3.2)

where σ is the stress, ε is the strain of soil and cC is the compression index and it is 0.2254 for this soil type. Initial conditions are, ε0 is 0 for
independent variable and σ0 is 1 kPa for dependent variable. Final ε is 1.2 and step size (h) is 0.1. This means that number of steps (n) is 12.
At first, for each numerical example, function modules are prepared for both IVP and exact solution of it respectively. These modules change
from example to example. The functions for IVP and exact solution are illustrated in the following tables.
Here x is the independent variable, y0 is the initial dependent variable, i is the counter of steps.
Then equations (2.2) to (2.8) are applied to obtain the solutions by each order of RK method respectively. Besides exact solution of the IVP
with true percent relative error for each RK method are also incorporated in the computations.
Finally IVP spreadsheet solver is applied which is discussed in the next section to obtain the complete solutions.
2) Mechanical Engineering
To determine the change in velocity in other words acceleration of a free-falling body to the forces acting on it with considering the air
resistance, the following IVP is used:

dv
dt

= g− c
m

v (3.3)

The exact solution for equation (3.3), which also gives velocity of the object, is

v(t) =
gm
c
(1− e(−

c
m )t) (3.4)

where v is the velocity (dependent variable y), t is the time in seconds (indepedent variable x), g is the gravitational constant, 9.8 m/s2, m is
the mass of the object, 68.1 kg and c is the drag coefficient, 12.5 kg/s. Initial conditions are, t0 is 0 s and v0 is 0 m/s [1]. Final value of time
is 5 s and step size (h) is 0.5. This means that number of steps (n) for computation is 10.
At first, for this example, function modules are written for both IVP and exact solution of it respectively. These functions are illustrated in
Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.
Here x is the independent variable corresponding to time, y0 is the initial dependent variable corresponding to velocity.
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Function f(x, y0, h)
f = 9.8 - ((12.5 / 68.1) * y0)
End Function

Table 3: Function module for exact solution yielding velocity

Function fexact(x, y0, h,i)
fexact = ((9.8 * 68.1) / 12.5) * (1 - Exp((-12.5 / 68.1) * (h * i)))
End Function

Table 4: Function module for exact solution yielding velocity

Like geotechnical engineering example, equations (2.2) to (2.8) are employed to find the solutions by each order of RK method respectively.
Besides exact solution of the IVP with true percent relative error for each RK method are also inserted in the computations.
Finally IVP spreadsheet solver is used which is mentioned in the next section to obtain the complete solutions.
3) Chemical Engineering: Mixture Problem
The mixture problem related to a tank containing 1000 L of brine with 15 kg of dissolved salt. Pure water enters the tank at a rate of 10
L/min. The solution is kept thoroughly mixed and drains from the tank at the same time. In this problem, it is required to determine the
amount of salt after t minutes in this tank. For this reason, the following IVP is employed:

dA
dt

=
−A
100

(3.5)

A(t) is the amount of salt after t minutes in tank, also the dependent variable is obtained by the following exact solution:

A(t) = 15e(
−t
100 ) (3.6)

Initial conditions are, t0 is 0 min and A0 is 15 kg. Final value of time is 0.96 min and step size (h) is 0.02. Number of steps (n) for computation
is 49.
At first, function modules are formed for both IVP and exact solution of the problem respectively. These functions are displayed in Table 5
and Table 6 respectively.
Here x is the independent variable corresponding to time, y0 is the initial dependent variable corresponding to amount of salt after t minutes
in the tank.
Then, equations (2.2) to (2.8) are used to determine the solutions by writing codes for each order of RK method respectively. These codes are
standard and valid for any scince and engineering problem including IVP. So there is no need to write cIVP for various problems. Besides
exact solution of the IVP with true percent relative error for each RK method are also included in the computations. True percent relative
error is in the following form:

εT =

∣∣∣∣ExactResult −ApproximateResult
ExactResult

∣∣∣∣×100 (3.7)

Where Exact Result in other words true result represents the solution obtained by analytically. Approximate Result corresponds with the
corresponding solution obtained by numerical methods, any order of RK methods.
Finally IVP spreadsheet solver is employed which is argued in the next section to obtain the complete solutions.

4. IVP spreadsheet solver

Using this IVP spreadsheet solver leads to a macro named RKSOLVER which solves the whole IVP at once completely.
The general procedure for obtaining complete solution of an IVP is composed of some steps. These steps are standard and applicable for any
type of IVP.
The first step is to design an user interface input form (userform) called as UserForm4 to enable users to enter required data for solving an
IVP completely. The standard form of UserForm4 for any problem is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The second step is to generate a new tab name as IVP Solver with RKSOLVER macro including codes for solving IVP by both numerically
(by each order of RK method) and analytically (gives exact solution). RKSOLVER also provides user to compute true percent relative error
for each RK method.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the standard IVP Solver tab with RKSOLVER button. One more variation is to add a button assigned RKSOLVER
macro in the spreadsheet. So user is able to run the macro simply by clicking this button. It is sufficient to start the complete solution
procedure of IVPs.

Function f(x, y0, h)
f = -y0 / 100
End Function

Table 5: Function module for IVP of the problem
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Function fexact(x, y0, h, i)
fexact = 15 * Exp(-(h * i) / 100)
End Function

Table 6: Function module for exact solution of the problem

Figure 4.1: The standard userform for all examples

Figure 4.2: The standard IVP Solver tab with RKSOLVER button

Figure 4.3: The standard blank spreadsheet image with k’s (recurrence relationships) titles
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Figure 4.4: The standard blank spreadsheet image with RK results, exact results and error titles

Figure 4.5: Userform for geotechnical engineering example

Then the only thing is to specify sufficient place in spreadsheet cells to make macro fill them with solutions for any IVP examples. For this
reason, the titles for k’s, RK results, exact results and error titles are written as is the case with Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 respectively.
The working procedure for IVP solver namely RKSOLVER is described for each numerical examples (geotechnical engineering, mechanical
engineering and chemical engineering). The steps for geotechnical engineering example are illustrated in the Figure 4.5- Figure 4.11.
The first step is to call userform by clicking run in the toolbar or simply clicking RKSOLVER button. The image of this userform for
geotechnical engineering example is given in Figure 4.5. This userform is standard for any IVP example.
Due to the fact that initial conditions are different for all IVPs, the filled userform is distinctive for all problems. As is the case with
geotechnical engineering example. Userform is filled with initial conditions of the problem in Figure 4.6. Then by clicking SOLVE button in
UserForm4; k’s, numerical solutions obtained form all RK methods, exact solutions (true solutions) and true percent relative errors can be
obtained and displayed as the spreadsheet images in Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.11 respectively.
To Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, fifth-order RK method gives the best solution in terms of the least error and best convergence to exact
solutions.
Similarly for mechanical engineering, userform is invoked by clicking RKSOLVER in Figure 4.12. Then this form is filled with necessary
data as it is shown in Figure 4.13.
By clicking the SOLVE button in userform, computations are performed and given in the spreadsheet images of Figure 4.14 to Figure 4.18.
To Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18, the worst solution is obtained by Euler’s method while fifth-order RK method is the best one with the least
error and best convergence to the exact solution.
For mixture problem, userform is called by clicking RKSOLVER button in spreadsheet. Figure 4.19 illustrates this process.
Then this userform is filled by entering initial conditions as given in Figure 4.20. Clicking the SOLVE button in userform leads to complete
solution of the problem. These solutions are displayed in Figure 4.21 to Figure 4.25.
To Figure 4.24 and Figure 4.25, all RK methods give quite well solutions with convergence to exact results in terms of less errors.

5. Conclusion

An IVP solver with use of RK methods including also the highest order; fifth order has been generated by VBA for the first time in literature.
Emphasis was on all types of RK methods usable simultaneously and the solver generated applicable to IVPs for science and engineering
problems.
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Figure 4.6: Filled userform for geotechnical engineering example

Figure 4.7: Computation results for k’s for geotechnical engineering example

Figure 4.8: Computation results for each RK method for geotechnical engineering example
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Figure 4.9: Computation results for exact results (true results) and true percent relative errors of each RK method for geotechnical engineering example

Figure 4.10: Graphical display of the computation results for geotechnical engineering example

Figure 4.11: The spreadsheet image of full computation results for geotechnical engineering
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Figure 4.12: Userform in spreadsheet for mechanical engineering example

Figure 4.13: Filled userform for mechanical engineering example

Figure 4.14: Computation results for k’s for mechanical engineering example
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Figure 4.15: Computation results for each RK method for mechanical engineering example

Figure 4.16: Computation results for exact results (true results) and true percent relative errors of each RK method for mechanical engineering example

Figure 4.17: Graphical display of the computation results for mechanical engineering example
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Figure 4.18: The spreadsheet image of full computation results for mechanical engineering example

Figure 4.19: Userform in spreadsheet for mixture problem

Figure 4.20: Filled userform for mixture problem
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Figure 4.21: Computation results for k’s for mixture problem

Figure 4.22: Computation results for each RK method for mixture problem

Figure 4.23: Computation results for exact results (true results) and true percent relative errors of each RK method for mixture problem
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Figure 4.24: Graphical display of the computation results for mixture problem

Figure 4.25: The spreadsheet image of full computation results for mixture problem
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This spreadsheet solver is so user-friendly that users (students, educators and also beginner users of Excel and VBA) only require to click
RKSOLVER button and enter relevant information in userform to perform all computations for the complete solution of IVPs efficiently
without typing any commands in the spreadsheet.
It is hoped that this spreadsheet solver can be used as a marking scheme for users who need the complete solutions of IVPs numerically and
analytically with comparison of them in terms of error at the same time. Lastly, it is hoped that this spreadsheet solver could serve as not
only a numerical IVP tool but also an analytical IVP tool with a comparison of them that is convenient for the community of engineering
educators and students.
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